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PALLET RACKING
New and Second Hand

Selective pallet racking is a material handling storage 
system that provides efficient use of storage space for 
palletised loads and is the most common pallet racking 
system in use today.

Beam Lengths Frame Heights Frame Depths Accessories

1372mm (1 x 
pallet wide)

915mm 610mm - for tyre stor-
age/shelving

Safe Working Load 
Signs

1829mm 1829mm 838mm - for standard 
pallet racking

Column Guards

2591mm (2 x 
pallet wide)

2438mm 1067mm End Protectors

2743mm (2 x 
pallet wide)

3048mm 1219mm - for large 
pallets and carpet 
racking

Particle Board 
Shelves

3048mm 3658mm Custom frame depths 
to suit your products

Mesh Decking

3300mm 4267mm Safety Mesh Fences

3658mm 4877mm Operation and Main-
tenance Sign

3810mm (3 x 
pallet wide)

6096mm Pallet Racking In-
spections

Custom Beams 
on request

Up to 
12000mm High
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Pallet racking allows for the storage of materials in 
horizontal rows with multiple levels.

Erect-A-Rack carries a wide range of selective pallet 
racking components and can design a selective 
racking system to tailor to your specific space and 
budgetary requirements.
Our selective racking systems are compatible with all 
types and sizes of pallets (or skids) and may be used 
with any type of handling system.
 
Erect-A-Rack recommends selective pallet racking for
clients looking to implement an inexpensive storage 
system with a high through put rate and FIFO inventory
management for many SKUs and low pallet quantities.

 SELECTIVE PALLET RACKING SUITS:
·  Low volumes (up to 3000 pallets)
·  Large range of Stock Keeping Units (SKU)
·  Low land cost
·  Direct access to every pallet in storage
·  Multiple access (more than one truck in same aisle)
 
Erect A Rack stocks a large Range of NEW and Second 
Hand Pallet Racking for any sized project

All pallet racking supplied and installed by Erect-A-
Rack is complaint with Australian Standards AS4084-
2012 and Worksafe Guidelines

PALLET RACKING


